
 Ready to have some fun by doing some good ‘ol stalking in the name of business research?! 

Instructions: Below, write down three brands that you really love. For this I encourage you to 
think about brands outside of your industry- get creative! Fashion, celebrity brands, restaurants, 
technology, COFFEE stores (hehe), consumer goods etc. are all game.  

Think about brands that are professional, have a tribe of raving fans, are unique, make you feel 
a certain way, are trusted etc. Okay ready? Go! 

3 BRANDS THAT I REALLY LOVE ARE 

1. 
2. 
3. 

NOW FOR THE STALKING PART: Do a little digging and answer the following 3 questions! 

1. How do those 3 brands make you feel when you think about or interact with them? Ya 
know … when you’re doing things like browsing their website, reading their emails, interacting 
with their content and using their products / services? 

2. What is their visual presence like and do you love anything in particular? Ya know … 
things like their logo, website, colors, fonts and other visual elements? What specifically do you 
like about them and why? Do you prefer bold, bright colors? Clean and simple?  



3. What do those 3 brands do really well? You obviously chose them for a reason! What do 
each of those 3 brands do really well? Do they have the best visual elements ever? Do they 
have A-MAZING customer service? Do you just love their products? Do you love the price? Do 
you love their voice? Get specific for each brand! 

Once you’ve taken some time to thoroughly stalk research each of your 3 favorite brands, 
take a few minutes to think about what YOU might like to take to use in your own brand! 
Now, I’m NOT talking about copying here (that’s unethical and illegal!) but more … if you chose 
one of your particular brands because of their a-mazing customer service, what specific thing 
might YOU do in your own brand to give a-mazing customer service? 

List 3 ideas to make your own brand the BEST BRAND EVER! 

BASED ON MY RESEARCH, 3 THINGS I’D LIKE TO INCORPORATE ARE: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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